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Abstract 
 
This study investigates the relationship between fund attributes and performance. The focus is 
on funds available in the Swedish Premium Pension system (PPM-funds). The aim has been 
to investigate whether administration fees, manager tenure or past performance are of 
importance for pension savers when they pick their PPM-funds. The results indicate that high 
fees are a disadvantage to pension savers investing in bond funds but not to those investing in 
stock funds. Manager tenure has no relationship with performance. There is evidence of 
performance persistency in most of the investigated fund categories.   
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1 Introduction 

 

In 1999 the old pension system in Sweden was replaced with a new system consisting of 

income pension, premium pension and guaranteed pension. Although the premium pension 

part is rather small compared to the income pension, it has received the most attention from 

the authorities as well as from the press. While the income pension follows the traditional 

pay-as-you-go model, where today’s contributions finance the benefits of current pensioners, 

the contributions to the premium pension are saved on personal accounts and will thus finance 

the contributors own pension payments.  

 

The reason why the premium pension has received such a lot of attention is that the pension 

savers themselves are expected to decide how the savings should be invested. The pension 

savers can choose among a large number (about 700 at the present) of mutual funds 

authorised by the Premium Pension Authority (the PPM). The fact that future benefits have 

been linked to the pension savers individual choices of mutual funds has raised some criticism 

since the system presumes that people in common have sufficient knowledge about capital 

market theory and portfolio risk management. The timing of the launch may also have 

contributed to the criticism. The system was launched just before a major downturn in 

international equity markets took place and after a short while most PPM-accounts where 

deeply in the red.  

 

In order to help pension savers in their portfolio decisions, the PPM has issued a printed 

catalogue that lists all funds available in the system.1 The pension savers can pick up to five 

funds and they may switch funds whenever they like at no cost. The funds are sorted in 

categories and for all funds brief information including fund objective, administration fee and 

five-year historical performance is given. PPM’s webpage provides additional information 

such as a list on the funds’ top ten holdings, the name of the current fund manager and the 

date when the manager took up his duties. The printed catalogue also provides some practical 

tips on what the pension savers should pay attention to when picking funds. The pension 

savers are among other things recommended to take the funds’ historical performance and 

their fees into account. Thereby the implicit assumption that such attributes matter for future 

performance is made.      

                                                
1 This catalogue, as well as general information about the premium pension, is available at the PPM webpage 
www.ppm.nu. 
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Within the academic world quite a lot of research has been done on the connection between 

fund performance and various attributes that are known in advance. Especially the 

relationship between past and future performance has received a lot of interest among 

researchers. The reason such a relationship often is assumed to exist is that the capabilities 

probably vary between fund managers, something that also should be reflected in fund 

performance over a longer period of time. The most important argument against a relationship 

between past and future performance is that returns above a justified compensation for risk 

are impossible to achieve, at least on an after-cost basis, on today’s efficient capital markets.  

 

Empirical evidence on fund performance persistency has been presented in a number of 

studies. Hendricks et al. (1993), Goetzmann and Ibbotson (1994) and Carhart (1997), among 

others, found a positive relationship between returns on US equity funds during subsequent 

periods of up to two years length. Similar findings for international equity funds can be found 

in e.g. Brown and Goetzmann (1995) and Malkiel (1996). Papers such as Phelps and Detzel 

(1997) and Papadamou and Siriopoulos (2003) however question whether historical 

performance can be used for finding future winners on the fund market. According to Shukla 

and Trcinka (1994) and Carhart (1997) the connection between past and future performance is 

strongest for the worst performing funds, or in other words, underperforming funds tend to 

continue their underperformance during subsequent periods of time. Interest funds have not 

been investigated as thoroughly as equity funds. Blake et al. (1993) found no evidence of 

performance persistency among US bond funds while Sandvall (2001) on the other found 

such evidence on the Finnish market.  

 

The relationship between funds’ expense levels and net returns has also been studied. Carhart 

(1997) found a negative relationship between expenses and returns on US equity funds, i.e. 

funds with high expense levels performed worse than the cheaper funds. Dowen and Mann 

(2004) on the other hand found no such relationship when they investigated a later time 

period while Jan and Hung (2003) concluded that the relationship varied between different 

types of equity funds. Both studies however reported a negative relationship between 

expenses and returns on US bond funds. It thus seems as if managers of bond funds with high 

fees are in no way superior to their counterparts managing low-expense funds.     
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Another fund characteristic that the PPM-savers might consider when picking funds is for 

how long a certain fund has been managed by the same person. If the same person has been 

allowed to manage a fund for many years, it seems natural to assume that he must have done a 

rather good job so far. One could also expect him to have gained a lot of valuable experience 

during those years. Costa and Porter (2003) investigated this issue by comparing returns on a 

sample of US funds run by managers with at least ten year tenure with returns on funds run by 

less experienced managers. They however concluded that tenure should not be a factor when 

selecting mutual funds.  

 

The premium pension savers are in a unique situation since they can switch funds without 

paying the usual entry- and exit-fees or even taxes on capital gains. If there really exist 

systematic relationships between fund returns and attributes, such as past returns, expenses or 

manager tenure, there should be strong incentives for the premium pension savers to try to 

profit from them. Even chances of rather small improvements of the expected portfolio return, 

which cannot be utilised in normal fund saving due to transaction costs and tax effects, could 

be of considerable value for premium pension savers. 

 

The aim of this paper is to investigate whether returns on funds within the premium pension 

system are related to previous performance, expense levels or manager tenure. The funds have 

been divided into a number of categories on the basis of their investment objectives. The 

principles behind the division are roughly the same as those applied in the PPM-catalogue. 

Some categories found in the PPM-catalogue have been left out in this study since the 

investment restrictions vary too much between the funds. Similar investment restrictions for 

funds within one category are crucial for the empirical method used in this study. PPM-

categories that have too few funds with long enough return histories have also been excluded. 

It has in some cases been appropriate to split up the PPM-categories into smaller sub-

categories. 

 

A positive relationship between management fees and excess returns (the difference between 

fund and peer group returns) was found in this study for Swedish equity funds. For equity 

funds investing in other markets no unequivocal relationship between fees and returns was 

found. For interest funds the relationship was negative but statistically insignificant. The 

number of years the same manager had managed a fund was not in any systematic way related 

to fund performance. Past performance was on the other hand found to play a significant role 
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when explaining future performance. Especially among funds investing in mature equity 

markets strong evidence of performance persistency was found. For other types of funds 

similar results were found in most cases, although the typical positive relationship between 

past and future performance was lacking in some sub-categories.  

 

In the next section a brief presentation of the Swedish premium pension system is given. Then 

follows a description of the data. Empirical findings are presented in separate sections for the 

various fund attributes (administration fees, manager tenure and past performance) that have 

been investigated. In the last section the paper is summarised and some conclusions with 

implications for the premium pension savers are given.  

 

 

2 The Premium Pension System 

 

According to the new Swedish pension model 18.5 per cent of the pension-based income is 

reserved to the national pension system. Sixteen per cent is set-aside for the income pension 

while the remaining 2.5 per cent are reserved for the premium pension. The model also 

includes a guaranteed pension for people with little or no income. In addition to the state-

issued national pension, many Swedes also have access to union pension or occupational 

pension. Voluntary pension savings are of course also an option.  

 

The money that is reserved for the premium pension is saved in up to five mutual funds that 

the pension savers themselves can choose. The savings for those that do not make a choice (at 

the present just over two million of the just over five million people that are included in the 

new pension system) is placed in Premiesparfonden, a global equity fund. Premiesparfonden 

is managed by the national fund Sjunde AP-fonden. The pension savers are allowed to switch 

one or several of the chosen funds or merely alter the weights whenever they like. When new 

money is set-aside for the premium pension, it will automatically be invested according the 

allocation the pension saver most recently opted for.    

 

The pension savers can start to draw their state pension whenever they like after the age of 61. 

Those that wish to continue working part time can draw only a fraction (either 25, 50 or 75 

per cent) of the maximum pension in order to raise the size of future payments. The maximum 
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payments from the premium pension depend on the market value of the chosen PPM-funds as 

well as on the age specific average life expectancy. The premium pension payments, as well 

as all other pension payments, are taxed as income. The savings are not taxable and should 

not be included in the income-tax return as long as they remain on the PPM-account. The 

PPM-account is personal only in the sense that the means on the account are used to finance 

the premium pension. Lump-sum withdrawals from the account are not allowed and in the 

case of death remaining means are channelled back to the system and not to the surviving 

spouse or heirs. The pension saver can however apply for survivors cover. The coverage 

means that premium pension payments can be transferred to the surviving spouse or the 

registered partner in case of death, but payments both before and after the transfer will be 

below the level the pensioner would have received without the cover.  

 

 

3 Data 

 

This paper investigates 435 of the mutual funds that are or have been included in the premium 

pension system. Quarterly fund returns from the period 1.7.1999–30.6.2004 are used. The 

data set also include the funds’ annual administration fees as well as manager tenure at the 

end of the investigated time period. The funds have been divided into four main categories, 

three containing various types of equity funds and one interest funds. The three equity fund 

categories include funds with focus on mature markets, growth markets and specific 

industries, respectively. These main equity and interest fund categories have in their turn been 

divided into a total number of 29 sub-categories according to the more specific markets or 

industries the various funds invest in. All categories are listed in Table 1. 

 

The printed catalogue that the PPM distributes to all premium pension savers divides the 

funds into the following main categories: “Interest funds”, “Share funds”, “Mixed funds” and 

“Generation funds”.2 Since the research method used in this study requires that funds within a 

specific sub-category have similar self-imposed investment restrictions, mixed and generation 

funds had to be excluded. These funds invest in equities as well as interest-bearing securities, 

but the proportions invested in different asset classes vary according to the specific 

investment goals and strategies of each fund. The geographical allocation also varies between 

                                                
2 See Appendix 1 for a list of all main and sub-categories in the PPM-catalogue.  
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different mixed and generation funds, something that makes it even harder to create large 

enough samples with homogenous investment restrictions.  

 

For plain vanilla equity and interest funds a minimum number of four funds are required for 

each sub-category. Funds that do not fit in with some category with at least four funds are 

therefore excluded. A return history of at least two years length is also required, but the funds 

do not have to be included in the premium pension system at the end of the investigated 

period.  

 

In the printed catalogue of the PPM interest funds are divided into four sub-categories: 

“Sweden long term”, “Sweden short term”, “Europe and Euroland” and “Others”. In this 

study, just as in the PPM-catalogue, long- and short-term Swedish interest funds have been 

gathered in two separate sub-categories. Among Swedish interest funds, some funds with 

mixed maturities as well as funds that invest a fraction of their means in foreign securities 

have been excluded. Pan European interest funds with exposure to other currencies than the 

Euro had also to be excluded. The Euro funds have been divided into four sub-categories 

according to the type of instrument (bonds in general, government bonds, high-yield bonds or 

money market instruments) they invest in. This study also includes a category with US dollar 

denominated global bond funds. 

 

The equity funds have, with a few exceptions, been divided into sub-categories in the same 

way as in the PPM-catalogue. Funds in the PPM-category “Swedish and foreign shares” have 

been left out since the policies for geographical allocation vary between the funds. The PPM-

categories “Global”,  “North America and the USA” and “Japan” have all been split up into 

general and small cap categories in this study. Most funds in the PPM-category “New 

markets” can be found in either one of the categories “Growth markets” (funds investing 

globally in growth markets), “Eastern Europe” and “Latin America”. Some of the funds 

included in the PPM-category “Other countries” can be found in the sub-categories “China”, 

“Finland” and “Russia”. Funds investing in other individual countries have been excluded 

since too few funds were available for each country. Sector funds focusing on IT and 

communication issues and sector funds investing in drug companies are, just as in the PPM-

catalogue, gathered in separate sub-categories. Funds in the PPM-category “Other sectors” 

with focus on the financial sector have their own sub-section in this study while the rest of the 

“Other sectors” funds were excluded. Finally some individual funds were excluded since their 
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investment policies differed too much from the norm in their respective categories. Appendix 

1 provides an overview on how the categories in the PPM-catalogue and those in this study 

are linked to each other. 

 

In Table 1 statistics on administration fees, manager tenure and fund returns are presented. 

The annual administration fees are generally lower for interest funds than for equity funds. 

Funds focusing on growth markets have the highest annual fees. Especially funds investing in 

Russia are expensive with an average annual fee exceeding 2.5 per cent. One reason behind 

these high administration fees could be the fact that administrative routines, such as payments 

and delivery of shares, are carried out more or less manually in Russia and some other growth 

markets. Sector funds focusing on drug companies or the financial sector have somewhat 

higher fees than both IT and communication funds and multisector funds focused on mature 

markets.  

   

The statistics on manager tenure presented in Table 1 refer to the number of years the same 

person has managed a certain fund at the end of the investigated period. The presented 

averages do not include all funds in the sample since information about manager tenure is 

missing in some cases while in others teams manage the funds. The average tenure is between 

four and five years for all main categories and any systematic relationship between tenure and 

fund type is hard to find. Managers of China-funds are however the most long-lived with 

more than ten years of experience on average while managers of Euroland money market 

funds are the least experienced with an average tenure of merely 2.7 years.  

 

The Russia-funds performed best with an average annual category return of 32.4 per cent 

during the investigated period. Funds investing in Finland and in Eastern Europe also 

performed well. IT and communication funds were the laggards with an annual return of –

10.7 per cent.  

 

[Table 1] 
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4 Research Method and Results 

 

The aim of this study is to investigate whether fund returns are related to administration fees, 

manager tenure or past performance and to examine if such relationships, if they exist, vary 

between different fund types. Quarterly and annual excess returns, defined as the difference 

between fund returns and sub-category average returns, have been calculated for each fund. 

These excess returns have then been regressed against administration fees, manager tenure or 

the excess return of the previous quarter or year.  

 

Since administration fees tend to be stable over time, the average (over the investigated 

period) quarterly excess returns have been regressed against the fees as of 30.6.2004. Changes 

in the annual fees during the investigated period are not taken into account since such changes 

are both rare and small. It seems unlikely that the use of a single percentage fee for each fund 

should alter the results in any significant way.  

 

When the funds’ excess returns were regressed against previous excess returns or against 

manager tenure, each quarterly or annual return figure was used as a separate observation. 

Manager tenure has been measured as fractions of years at the beginning of each quarter. By 

regressing subsequent quarterly excess returns against each other, tests of performance 

persistency were carried out. Similar regressions have also been done with subsequent annual 

returns. The investigated period has been divided into five one-year sub-periods for this 

purpose, with the first sub-period starting 1.7.1999 and ending 30.6.2000. For a fund to get an 

annual excess return recorded it must have been traded during the whole one-year period in 

question.   

 

In the following three sub-sections empirical findings on the significance of administration 

fees, manager tenure and past performance are presented in turn.  

 

 

4.1 Administration Fees 

 

The relationship between annual administration fees and excess returns is positive for the 

main categories containing equity funds but negative for the one containing interest funds (see 
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Table 2). The relationship is however statistically insignificant for all main categories. The 

slope of the regression model has its highest value in absolute terms in the main categories 

“Growth markets” and “Mature markets”. According to the slope coefficient for the growth 

markets, a one-percentage point increase of the administration fee corresponds to a 0.28 

percentage point’s improvement of quarterly returns or to an improvement of annual returns 

exceeding one percentage point. The corresponding quarterly effect on funds in the main 

category “Mature markets” is 0.17 percentage points. 

 

If these effects were long lasting they would be financially important, but the low t-values 

make a general recommendation of high-fee equity funds questionable. It however seems as if 

the managers of the more expensive equity funds are skilful enough for the high fees to be 

motivated. For the interest funds on the other hand high administration fees do not seem to 

pay off. Premium pension savers would be better off avoiding the expensive funds in this 

category. 

 

If the results for the individual sub-categories within each main category are examined, a 

more profound picture of the relationship between administration fees and excess returns 

emerges. For the equity funds the relationship is insignificant in most cases and it is 

alternately positive and negative for the various sub-categories. Funds investing in Sweden 

seem to be the exception with significant positive relationships for both the general and the 

small-cap funds. The slope coefficient for the Swedish small-cap funds is very high, but the 

sub-category only counts eight funds and a closer examination of the data reveals that a few 

outliers are behind this extreme result.  

 

The category for normal Swedish equity funds is bigger with as many as 40 funds and for this 

category the clear relationship between fees and returns is not caused by a few outliers. The 

pattern for equity funds investing in Sweden seems to be that funds with high fees, which 

often are run by small and from the large banks independent fund companies, are more 

successful than the cheaper funds. The slope coefficient for the normal Sweden-funds is 0.88, 

which means that each percentage point of the annual administration fee corresponds to an 

annual excess return of more than 3.5 per cent. 

 

For the interest funds there exist a negative relationship between administration fees and 

excess returns in all sub-categories except the small category “Euroland high-yield bonds”. 
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Also in the case of interest funds the ones with focus on Sweden stand out, but this time it is 

thanks to a strong negative relationship between fees and returns. The coefficient for the 

category “Sweden bonds” is for instance –0.19. This figure indicates that a 0.1 percentage 

point rise in the annual administration fee would lower the annual net return with about 0.08 

percentage points or that almost the whole rise would be wasted.  

 

[Table 2] 

 

 

4.2 Manager Tenure 

 

Results from the tests of the relationship between manager tenure and excess returns are 

displayed on the right hand side of Table 2. The nature of this relationship seems to vary in a 

random manner between the various categories and it is negative in 15 of the 29 examined 

sub-categories. The slope coefficients are in most cases insignificantly different from zero. 

The only exceptions are the Japanese and American normal equity funds, with a significant 

positive relationship between tenure and excess return, and the interest fund categories 

“Euroland bonds” and “Euroland high-yield bonds” with a significantly negative relationship. 

These exceptions must however be regarded as isolated occurrences which could be caused by 

random variations as well as by something more fundamental. The conclusion is therefore that 

manager tenure as such has no apparent connection with fund performance.     

 

A possible reason why managers with much experience are no more successful on average 

than their less experienced colleagues could be that poorly performing managers are allowed 

to continue with their duties for several years. Fund managers do not attract as much attention 

in European media as in the US, where successful managers are glorified while the less 

successful ones are harshly criticised and often replaced on short notice. It is however 

doubtful whether the significantly positive relationship between tenure and excess returns 

reported in Table 2 for the US equity funds can be linked to the way fund managers are 

treated in the US. Swedish or other European managers run most PPM-funds focusing on the 

US, although the fraction of US-based managers is somewhat higher than in most other fund 

categories.  
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4.3 Past Performance 

 

While the use of taking administration fees and manager tenure into account when picking 

funds seems rather limited, the empirical findings suggest that the funds’ past performance is 

of greater importance. When quarterly excess returns were regressed against lagged excess 

returns a significantly positive relationship was found in three out of four main categories (see 

the left hand side of Table 3). The relationship was, somewhat surprisingly, significantly 

negative for the main category “Sectors” due to a sharply negative figure for the sub-category 

“Drug companies”. For the other sector sub-categories the relationship was positive but 

insignificant.  

 

[Table 3] 

 

The positive relationship between subsequent quarterly excess returns is especially evident 

among equity funds targeting mature markets. For twelve of the thirteen mature market sub-

categories a positive relationship was registered and in eight of these cases the t-values were 

positive at the five per cent level and in seven at the one per cent level. The slope coefficient 

has a value of 0.16 across all thirteen categories. This figure indicates that a fund 

outperforming the sub-category average with five percentage points in a given quarter can be 

expected to beat its peers with another 0.8 percentage points in the following quarter. A 

premium pension saver who after every quarter picks mature market equity funds that 

outperformed their peers by five percentage points, would thus enjoy an annual return more 

than three percentage points higher than the return on a randomly chosen portfolio. In normal 

fund saving transaction costs would thwart the gains of such momentum strategies. But within 

the PPM-system, where funds can be swapped at no cost, the strategy could very well pay off 

on a net return basis. 

 

Among funds focusing on growth markets, a positive relationship between subsequent 

quarterly excess returns seems to exist for Asia- and China-funds, but not for the other sub-

categories. The slope coefficient across all growth market funds is at 0.11 or somewhat lower 

than that of funds investing in mature equity markets. The corresponding coefficient for 

interest funds is at 0.14. For two of the sub-categories, “Global dollar bonds” and “Sweden 

bonds”, the coefficient is however negative. Only for one category, the “Euroland high-yield 

bonds”-category, it is significantly positive. Since funds within this sub-category invest in 
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low-rated bonds, analyses of company fundamentals are an essential part of the management 

process. It therefore comes as no surprise that the results for this specific interest fund 

category show the highest resemblance to the results recorded for the equity funds.  

 

Since it seems unlikely that the average premium pension saver would alter his or her 

portfolio as often as once every quarter, the relationship between subsequent annual excess 

returns is presented in the left-hand side of Table 4. For funds within the main category 

“Mature markets” a significantly positive relationship still exists, but the slope coefficient of 

0.06 is considerably lower than the corresponding coefficient for quarterly returns. The 

coefficient is positive for nine out of thirteen sub-categories in this main category but 

significantly positive in only three cases (“Global small-cap”, “Europe” and “USA”).   

 

[Table 4] 

 

For growth market funds the relationship between excess returns in subsequent periods is just 

as strong on the annual as on the quarterly level. The coefficient is negative only for the small 

sub-category “China”. For interest funds the relationship is even stronger on the annual than 

on the quarterly level with a coefficient of 0.38 across all sub-categories. Only for the sub-

category “Euroland government bonds” a negative relationship was recorded. When 

examining the sector funds coefficients close to zero are found for the categories “IT and 

communication” and “Drug companies” while the coefficient is significantly positive for the 

category “Financial companies”.  

 

There are several conceivable reasons why funds’ excess returns tend to persist over time. 

According to Carhart (1997) the well documented performance persistency of US equity 

funds is mainly caused by a momentum effect among the shares as such. Management skill 

does not seem to play an important role. Successful funds tend to have a lot of stocks with 

high past returns in their portfolios, a fact that helps them perform well in subsequent periods 

due to the positive serial correlation in stock prices.  

 

If the performance persistency among funds found in this study is due to equity and bond 

price momentum, fund manager successions should be of limited importance. It is possible 

that a newly appointed manager initially sells a large proportion of the portfolio securities and 

thereby weakens the momentum effect. But whether purchases of new securities are done by 
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an experienced or a newly appointed manager should not matter if stock price momentum 

rather than management skill is causing performance persistency. To examine the importance 

of manager successions for performance persistency the regression analyses were repeated on 

a “succession-free” sub-sample. This sub-sample consists of excess return pairs with no 

changes in management taking place from the beginning of the first period until the beginning 

of the second period.3 The results of the analyses on the “succession-free” sample are 

presented on the right hand side of Table 3 and Table 4. 

 

In the case of quarterly returns, the results for the restricted sample do not diverge from the 

original results in any systematic manner. The reason for this could be that a period not 

exceeding three months is too short for a newly appointed manager to alter the composition of 

the fund portfolio in a significant way. This explanation gains some strength from the fact that 

the differences between the original and the restricted regressions are more evident for the 

annual data. For the main category “Mature markets” the value of the slope coefficient 

increases from 0.06 to 0.15 and for the main category “Growth markets” from 0.15 to 0.23. 

For the interest funds the coefficient however decreases from 0.38 to 0.19. For the sector 

funds no considerable changes take place. All together the results indicate that premium 

pension savers switching equity funds (not those switching interest funds) about once a year 

should pay somewhat less attention to the previous year’s performance if a fund has appointed 

a new manager during the year. The results also provide some support to those arguing that 

management skill (not only stock price momentum) play a vital role in explaining 

performance persistency among equity funds.      

 

 

5 Summary and Conclusions 

 

This paper examines whether some commonly known attributes can be useful for Swedish 

pension savers picking their premium pension funds. More specifically, the relationships 

between fund returns and administration fees, manager tenure and past performance were 

studied.  

 

                                                
3 Since the first date of duties is known only for the most recent managers, and even for those only in some 
cases, the restricted data sample is much smaller than the original one.  
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The results indicate that high administration fees do not worsen the net returns on equity 

funds. Among equity funds focused on the Swedish market those with relatively high fees 

even outperformed their less expensive competitors on an after-cost basis. For interest funds 

on the other hand the relationship between administration fees and returns was negative, a 

finding well in line with previously published reports (see Jan and Hung, 2003, and Dowen 

and Mann, 2004). No evident relationship was found between fund performance and manager 

tenure, a result that is in line with findings presented in a study by Costa and Porters (2003) 

on US mutual funds.  

 

Funds’ historical performance seems to be related with future performance on a quarterly as 

well as on an annual level. This conclusion is in line with the dominating conception in the 

literature, according to which successful funds often continue to do well in subsequent 

periods. Especially for shorter periods of time (from a few months up to two years), the 

relationship between past and future performance has been well documented (see e.g. 

Hendricks et al., 1995, Carhart, 1997, or Papadamou and Siriopoulos, 2003). 

 

In this study a positive relationship between fund returns during subsequent periods was 

found in most of the 29 investigated fund categories. When annual returns on equity funds 

were investigated, the relationship was found to be stronger for a sub-sample free from 

manager successions than for the original sample. 

 

To sum up, the results suggest that premium pension savers should pick funds that have 

performed reasonably well recently compared to other similar funds. They should furthermore 

avoid interest funds with high fees but accept high fees for equity funds, at least for those 

focusing on the Swedish stock market.  

 

One should bear in mind that this paper only deals with the issue of how to pick the right fund 

within a certain fund category. The crucial decision on how to allocate the pension savings 

between the various categories still remains. But although the broader capital allocation 

decision probably is the more important one of the two, fund picking is also likely to play a 

vital part in the longer run. If the average annual return could be increased from for instance 6 

to 7.5 per cent thanks to successful fund picking, every SEK 100 saved would grow to SEK 

1,257 instead of to SEK 769 over a thirty five-year period. In other words, an accumulated 

excess return of 64 per cent would be achieved.     
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The benefit of any excess return on the PPM-account might seem limited when one takes into 

account that only 2.5 of the total 18.5 per cent of income reserved for the national pension 

system goes to the PPM-account. The weight on the premium pension part may however 

grow before the pension age is reached. Unlike in the old pension system, no guarantees 

concerning the size of future pension payments are made in the new system. This is true not 

only for the premium pension, but also for the other main part of the new pension system, the 

income pension. If the current trend continues with many employees retiring at an early age 

despite the steady increase in life expectancy, there is an obvious risk that income pension 

contributions in the future will not be enough to finance pension payments at today’s level. If 

such a scenario is realized, the accumulated return on the PPM-account could be rather 

important. 
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Appendix 1
Fund categories in the PPM-catalogue.

CATEGORIES IN THE PPM-CATALOGUE CORRESPONDING CATEGORY IN THIS STUDY

Interest funds
Sweden short term Sweden money market
Sweden long term Sweden bonds

Euroland bonds
Euroland government bonds

Europe and Euroland Euroland high-yield bonds
Euroland money market

Others Global dollar funds or excluded

Mixed funds
Sweden shares and interest 

Sweden shares & interest, Foreign shares
Foreign shares and interest

Excluded
Generation funds

Less than 10 years to pension
Less than 20 years to pension
More than 20 years to pension

Share funds
Sweden

Sweden (normal) Sweden
Sweden small-cap Sweden small-cap

Sweden index Excluded
Regional

Swedish and foreign shares Excluded
Nordic countries Nordic countries

Europe Europe
Euroland Euroland

Europe/Euroland small-cap Europe small-cap
North America and the USA USA or USA small cap

Asia and the Far East Asia ex. Japan
Global Global or Global small-cap

New markets Growth markets, Eastern Europe or Latin America
Countries

Japan Japan or Japan small-cap
United Kingdom Excluded
Other countries China, Finland, Russia or excluded

Sectors
IT and communication IT and communication

Drug companies Drug companies
Other sectors Financial companies or excluded



Table 1
Fund statistics

Number Percentage Manager Percentage
of funds admin. fee tenure ann. return**

Mature markets
Global 53 1.25 4.13 -4.30
Global small-cap 6 1.75 6.08 7.18
Europe 46 1.28 3.27 -3.10
Europe small-cap 14 1.49 5.91 4.60
Euroland 16 1.25 3.84 -2.10
Nordic countries 11 1.55 4.56 1.79
Finland 4 1.83 4.45 14.09
Japan 19 1.25 4.90 -4.09
Japan small-cap 5 1.48 4.16 5.69
Sweden 40 1.02 4.34 1.52
Sweden small-cap 8 1.43 3.95 3.96
USA 28 1.31 3.62 -5.24
USA small-cap 8 1.60 4.30 1.61
Mature markets total* 258 1.29 4.20

Growth markets
Growth markets 17 1.66 3.61 0.90
Asia ex. Japan 20 1.36 4.31 -0.14
Eastern Europe 10 1.83 4.75 11.90
Latin America 5 1.54 3.21 2.28
China 4 1.94 11.24 6.41
Russia 5 2.58 4.30 32.36
Growth markets total* 61 1.67 4.76

Sectors
Drug companies 15 1.65 3.84 2.68
Financial companies 6 1.61 4.36 4.14
IT and communication 25 1.34 4.05 -10.65
Sectors total* 46 1.48 4.01

Fixed income
Global dollar bonds 10 0.88 4.27 2.66
Euroland bonds 9 0.73 5.16 5.20
Euroland government bonds 7 0.63 3.72 5.44
Euroland high-yield bonds 5 0.99 2.97 -0.62
Euroland money market 6 0.38 2.71 3.77
Sweden bonds 14 0.53 5.34 5.06
Sweden money market 19 0.46 5.01 3.50
Fixed income total* 70 0.62 4.58

*The administration fee and manager tenure figures refer to averages across funds, not fund categories.
**Average of funds' geometrical mean returns during the period 1.7.1999-30.6.2004.



Table 2
Slope coefficients for administration fees and manager tenure.

Administration fee Manager tenure
# obs. Coeffic.* T-value # obs. Coeffic.** T-value

Mature markets
Global 53 -0.24 -0.66 548 -0.03 -0.69
Global small-cap 6 -8.14 -2.63 113 0.07 0.21
Europe 46 0.10 0.31 433 0.05 0.53
Europe small-cap 14 -1.22 -1.31 207 -0.25 -1.78
Euroland 16 -0.47 -0.95 166 -0.16 -0.98
Nordic countries 11 0.57 0.97 83 -0.42 -1.65
Finland 4 -6.19 -1.64 62 -0.42 -0.76
Japan 19 0.26 0.47 214 0.13 2.21
Japan small-cap 5 -4.14 -1.73 73 0.36 1.10
Sweden 40 0.88 2.26 469 0.03 0.37
Sweden small-cap 8 9.55 3.81 78 -0.23 -1.77
USA 28 0.80 1.23 238 0.43 2.98
USA small-cap 8 3.58 1.48 43 0.10 0.26
Mature markets total 258 0.17 0.97 2,726 0.00 0.06

Growth markets
Growth markets 17 1.94 1.96 155 -0.05 -0.32
Asia ex. Japan 20 1.11 0.77 228 -0.22 -1.52
Eastern Europe 10 0.25 0.23 77 -0.33 -1.73
Latin America 5 -1.91 -1.95 25 -0.18 -0.96
China 4 -0.42 -0.84 48 0.02 0.21
Russia 5 -2.02 -0.42 79 0.32 0.92
Growth markets total 61 0.28 0.69 612 -0.03 -0.62

Sectors
Drug companies 15 -0.26 -0.27 169 0.18 0.60
Financial companies 6 1.87 0.38 63 -0.21 -0.96
IT and communication 25 0.03 0.05 254 -0.03 -0.24
Sectors total 46 0.01 0.03 488 0.01 0.12

Fixed income
Global dollar bonds 10 -1.03 -1.62 89 0.00 0.03
Euroland bonds 9 -0.57 -2.26 122 -0.04 -2.85
Euroland government bonds 7 -0.20 -1.03 62 0.00 0.08
Euroland high-yield bonds 5 1.30 0.51 23 -1.16 -2.55
Euroland money market 6 -0.22 -0.93 61 0.01 0.37
Sweden bonds 14 -0.19 -2.18 167 0.00 0.10
Sweden money market 19 -0.20 -3.32 268 0.00 -1.85
Fixed income total 70 -0.01 -0.45 792 -0.02 -2.02

*Refers to the estimated value on coefficient β when the equation Rq= α + β*FEE + ε is estimated on the data.
**Refers to the corresponding value for the equation rq = α + β*TEN + ε.
"Rq" is a fund's average quarterly percentage excess return (relative to the category average).
"rq" is otherwise similar to "Rq" but refers to individual quarters.
"FEE" is a fund's annual percentage administration fee.
"TEN" is the number of years the same manager has been running a fund at the beginning of a quarter.
T-values in bold text are significant at the 5%-level. Underlined t-values are significant at the 1%-level.



Table 3
Slope coefficients for subsequent quarters' excess returns.

Total sample Succession-free sample
# obs. Coeffic.* T-value # obs. Coeffic.* T-value

Mature markets
Global 892 0.12 3.68 496 0.13 2.93
Global small-cap 107 0.10 1.09 107 0.10 1.09
Europe 817 0.05 1.47 391 -0.09 -1.93
Europe small-cap 211 0.23 3.50 195 0.22 3.21
Euroland 278 -0.22 -3.75 154 -0.16 -2.08
Nordic countries 190 0.25 3.59 78 0.28 2.55
Finland 76 0.25 2.20 58 0.22 1.69
Japan 347 0.17 3.40 197 0.13 1.91
Japan small-cap 86 0.19 1.65 67 0.23 1.73
Sweden 714 0.26 7.18 434 0.24 5.42
Sweden small-cap 142 0.29 3.75 71 0.22 2.03
USA 497 0.23 5.35 216 0.19 3.04
USA small-cap 135 0.03 0.37 38 0.11 0.64
Mature markets total 4492 0.16 11.10 2,502 0.15 7.89

Growth markets
Growth markets 309 0.03 0.60 140 0.01 0.08
Asia ex. Japan 366 0.18 3.45 210 0.19 2.81
Eastern Europe 164 -0.09 -1.16 70 -0.11 -0.95
Latin America 94 -0.13 -1.33 23 0.09 0.40
China 64 0.24 1.98 45 0.12 0.79
Russia 95 0.08 0.78 73 0.02 0.20
Growth markets total 1093 0.11 3.73 561 0.11 2.67

Sectors
Drug companies 237 -0.29 -4.76 154 -0.31 -4.21
Financial companies 83 0.18 1.63 59 -0.01 -0.05
IT and communication 422 0.03 0.60 235 0.08 1.24
Sectors total 742 -0.10 -2.68 448 -0.08 -1.68

Fixed income
Global dollar bonds 163 -0.05 -0.60 79 -0.11 -1.04
Euroland bonds 148 0.07 0.88 114 0.09 1.00
Euroland government bonds 117 0.10 1.10 57 0.28 2.14
Euroland high-yield bonds 78 0.29 2.73 21 0.17 0.81
Euroland money market 92 0.17 1.60 55 0.33 2.63
Sweden bonds 266 -0.09 -1.54 153 -0.18 -2.45
Sweden money market 346 0.08 1.50 244 0.06 0.95
Fixed income total 1210 0.14 4.87 723 0.00 0.06

*Refers to the estimated value on coefficient β when the equation rq= α + β*rq,-1 + ε is estimated on the data.
"rq" is a fund's quarterly percentage excess return (relative to the category average).
"rq,-1" refers to lagged (by one quarter) values of "rq".
T-values in bold text are significant at the 5%-level. Underlined t-values are significant at the 1%-level.



Table 4
Slope coefficients for subsequent years' excess returns.

Total sample Succession-free sample
# obs. Coeffic.* T-value # obs. Coeffic.* T-value

Mature markets
Global 175 -0.01 -0.09 82 0.01 0.06
Global small-cap 21 0.38 3.17 21 0.38 3.17
Europe 165 0.14 2.48 64 0.18 2.25
Europe small-cap 41 0.07 0.58 38 0.07 0.60
Euroland 57 0.13 1.38 28 0.09 0.79
Nordic countries 40 -0.25 -2.15 15 0.13 0.86
Finland 16 -0.19 -1.23 11 -0.15 -1.04
Japan 71 -0.02 -0.36 34 -0.06 -0.72
Japan small-cap 17 0.17 0.60 12 0.07 0.17
Sweden 142 0.11 1.51 76 0.10 1.18
Sweden small-cap 28 0.13 0.90 12 0.04 0.16
USA 101 0.16 2.52 37 0.38 8.07
USA small-cap 27 0.03 0.21 7 -0.44 -2.77
Mature markets total 901 0.06 2.27 437 0.15 4.67

Growth markets
Growth markets 64 0.11 0.93 24 0.40 1.57
Asia ex. Japan 76 0.21 2.48 39 0.24 1.92
Eastern Europe 32 0.12 0.87 11 0.34 1.31
Latin America 20 0.23 1.40 - - -
China 13 -0.53 -6.84 9 -0.50 -4.45
Russia 20 0.46 3.11 12 0.32 1.32
Growth markets total 225 0.15 2.94 98 0.23 2.89

Sectors
Drug companies 46 0.01 0.10 28 0.07 0.51
Financial companies 15 0.30 2.38 10 0.29 2.92
IT and communication 82 -0.06 -0.78 41 -0.14 -1.25
Sectors total 143 -0.02 -0.28 79 -0.04 -0.43

Fixed income
Global dollar bonds 32 0.16 0.88 13 0.19 0.65
Euroland bonds 29 0.58 2.99 21 0.65 2.86
Euroland government bonds 24 -0.08 -0.35 10 -0.09 -0.27
Euroland high-yield bonds 15 0.49 2.13 - - -
Euroland money market 17 0.55 2.90 7 0.69 2.37
Sweden bonds 56 0.27 2.25 29 0.10 0.60
Sweden money market 71 0.43 4.00 44 0.36 2.32
Fixed income total 244 0.38 6.48 127 0.19 2.46

*Refers to the estimated value on coefficient β when the equation ra= α + β*ra,-1 + ε is estimated on the data.
"ra" is a fund's annual percentage excess return (relative to the category average).
"ra,-1" refers to lagged (by one year) values of "ra".
T-values in bold text are significant at the 5%-level. Underlined t-values are significant at the 1%-level.


